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An illuminating history of North America's eleven rival cultural regions that explodes the red state-blue state myth. North America was settled
by people with distinct religious, political, and ethnographic characteristics, creating regional cultures that have been at odds with one another
ever since. Subsequent immigrants didn't confront or assimilate into an “American” or “Canadian” culture, but rather into one of the eleven
distinct regional ones that spread over the continent each staking out mutually exclusive territory. In American Nations, Colin Woodard leads
us on a journey through the history of our fractured continent, and the rivalries and alliances between its component nations, which conform
to neither state nor international boundaries. He illustrates and explains why “American” values vary sharply from one region to another.
Woodard (author of American Character: A History of the Epic Struggle Between Individual Liberty and the Common Good) reveals how
intranational differences have played a pivotal role at every point in the continent's history, from the American Revolution and the Civil War to
the tumultuous sixties and the "blue county/red county" maps of recent presidential elections. American Nations is a revolutionary and
revelatory take on America's myriad identities and how the conflicts between them have shaped our past and are molding our future.
Pinnacle Peak is north Scottsdale's most prominent landmark, rising out of the desert floor to an elevation of 3,170 feet. For years, Pinnacle
Peak was Scottsdale's "secret" destination for hiking, rock climbing, and horseback riding. In 1985, with urban sprawl surging northward,
Scottsdale's city council acted to preserve Pinnacle Peak as a municipal park. Pinnacle Peak visitors are impressed by the sweeping vistas,
the rugged beauty of the Sonoran Desert, the manicured golf courses, and the unique wildlife. Few people realize that the surrounding
landscape covers the forgotten footprints of prehistoric hunter-gatherers, Hohokam, Yavapai, the US Cavalry, miners, homesteaders,
ranchers, developers, and colorful characters of the past. Spanning 150 acres, Pinnacle Peak Park has become one of the most popular
attractions in the Phoenix metropolitan area, and its scenic beauty is enjoyed by people from all over the world.
Mariuccia Umbellino is a young woman living in the remote mountain village of Montemonaco, Italy, in the early years of the 19th century.
Nearby, the secret recesses of the Grotto of the Fates—home to an ancient oracle of Apollo—are about to be invaded and destroyed, on orders
from the Pope. But the men sent to do the dirty work don’t know who (or what) they’re dealing with. This oracle and this girl won’t be
messed with. In the dark of night, Mariuccia and her mother set out to rescue their revered oracle. In the adventure that ensues, things are
blown up, love spells are miscast then recast, a downtrodden housekeeper gets her revenge, and the mysterious fate of a jettatore—a person
born with the Evil Eye—is finally revealed.
“This fine version, with David Cronenberg’s inspired introduction and the new translator’s beguiling afterword, is, I suspect, the most
disturbing though the most comforting of all so far; others will follow, but don’t hesitate: this is the transforming text for you.”—Richard Howard
Franz Kafka’s 1915 novella of unexplained horror and nightmarish transformation became a worldwide classic and remains a century later
one of the most widely read works of fiction in the world. It is the story of traveling salesman Gregor Samsa, who wakes one morning to find
himself transformed into a monstrous insect. This hugely influential work inspired George Orwell, Albert Camus, Jorge Louis Borges, and Ray
Bradbury, while continuing to unsettle millions of readers. In her new translation of Kafka’s masterpiece, Susan Bernofsky strives to capture
both the humor and the humanity in this macabre tale, underscoring the ways in which Gregor Samsa’s grotesque metamorphosis is just the
physical manifestation of his longstanding spiritual impoverishment.
Explores why the political similarities between New Zealand and the United States--including democratic politics, mixed-enterprise
economies, a deep concern for human rights and the rule of law and more--have taken on different forms.
A majestic narrative reckoning with the forces that have shaped the nature and destiny of the world’s governing institutions The story of
global cooperation is a tale of dreamers goading us to find common cause in remedying humanity’s worst problems. But international
institutions are also tools for the powers that be to advance their own interests. Mark Mazower’s Governing the World tells the epic, twohundred-year story of that inevitable tension—the unstable and often surprising alchemy between ideas and power. From the rubble of the
Napoleonic empire in the nineteenth century through the birth of the League of Nations and the United Nations in the twentieth century to the
dominance of global finance at the turn of the millennium, Mazower masterfully explores the current era of international life as Western
dominance wanes and a new global balance of powers emerges.
• A New Republic Best Book of the Year • The Globalist Top Books of the Year • Winner of the Maine Literary Award for Non-fiction •
Particularly relevant in understanding who voted for who in this presidential election year, this is an endlessly fascinating look at American
regionalism and the eleven “nations” that continue to shape North America According to award-winning journalist and historian Colin
Woodard, North America is made up of eleven distinct nations, each with its own unique historical roots. In American Nations he takes
readers on a journey through the history of our fractured continent, offering a revolutionary and revelatory take on American identity, and how
the conflicts between them have shaped our past and continue to mold our future. From the Deep South to the Far West, to Yankeedom to El
Norte, Woodard (author of American Character: A History of the Epic Struggle Between Individual Liberty and the Common Good) reveals
how each region continues to uphold its distinguishing ideals and identities today, with results that can be seen in the composition of the U.S.
Congress or on the county-by-county election maps of any hotly contested election in our history.
A study of the migration patterns that characterized the colony and (later) state of Virginia over the three century history following its
European founding. Dividing the topic into three patterns--migration to, within, and from Virginia--Fischer (history, Brandeis U) and Kelly
(Virginia Historical Society) study the reasons behind the migrations of various populations, paying special attention to African Americans,
and explore the cultural legacy of the migrations. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
A Silent Spring for oceans, written by "the Rachel Carson of the fish world" (The New York Times) Who can forget the sense of wonder with
which they discovered the creatures of the deep? In this vibrant hymn to the sea, Callum Roberts—one of the world’s foremost conservation
biologists—leads readers on a fascinating tour of mankind’s relationship to the sea, from the earliest traces of water on earth to the oceans as
we know them today. In the process, Roberts looks at how the taming of the oceans has shaped human civilization and affected marine life.
We have always been fish eaters, from the dawn of civilization, but in the last twenty years we have transformed the oceans beyond
recognition. Putting our exploitation of the seas into historical context, Roberts offers a devastating account of the impact of modern fishing
techniques, pollution, and climate change, and reveals what it would take to steer the right course while there is still time. Like Four Fish and
The Omnivore’s Dilemma, The Ocean of Life takes a long view to tell a story in which each one of us has a role to play.

A Christian Science Monitor best book of 2020 "Relentlessly accessible. . . . This is that rare history that tells what influential
thinkers failed to think, what famous writers left unwritten." --Jill Leovy, The American Scholar By the bestselling author of
American Nations, the story of how the myth of U.S. national unity was created and fought over in the nineteenth century--a myth
that continues to affect us today Union tells the story of the struggle to create a national myth for the United States, one that could
hold its rival regional cultures together and forge an American nationhood. On one hand, a small group of individuals--historians,
political leaders, and novelists--fashioned and promoted the idea of America as nation that had a God-given mission to lead
humanity toward freedom, equality, and self-government. But this emerging narrative was swiftly contested by another set of
intellectuals and firebrands who argued that the United States was instead the homeland of the allegedly superior "Anglo-Saxon"
race, upon whom divine and Darwinian favor shined. Colin Woodard tells the story of the genesis and epic confrontations between
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these visions of our nation's path and purpose through the lives of the key figures who created them, a cast of characters whose
personal quirks and virtues, gifts and demons shaped the destiny of millions.
- Whitest large metro area in the counrty -- Deer people.
Co-founder of The Carlyle Group and patriotic philanthropist David M. Rubenstein takes readers on a sweeping journey across the
grand arc of the American story through revealing conversations with our greatest historians. In these lively dialogues, the biggest
names in American history explore the subjects they’ve come to so intimately know and understand. — David McCullough on John
Adams — Jon Meacham on Thomas Jefferson — Ron Chernow on Alexander Hamilton — Walter Isaacson on Benjamin Franklin —
Doris Kearns Goodwin on Abraham Lincoln — A. Scott Berg on Charles Lindbergh — Taylor Branch on Martin Luther King — Robert
Caro on Lyndon B. Johnson — Bob Woodward on Richard Nixon —And many others, including a special conversation with Chief
Justice John Roberts Through his popular program The David Rubenstein Show, David Rubenstein has established himself as
one of our most thoughtful interviewers. Now, in The American Story, David captures the brilliance of our most esteemed
historians, as well as the souls of their subjects. The book features introductions by Rubenstein as well a foreword by Librarian of
Congress Carla Hayden, the first woman and the first African American to lead our national library. Richly illustrated with archival
images from the Library of Congress, the book is destined to become a classic for serious readers of American history. Through
these captivating exchanges, these bestselling and Pulitzer Prize–winning authors offer fresh insight on pivotal moments from the
Founding Era to the late 20th century.
Americans have never been more divided, and we’re ripe for a breakup. The bitter partisan animosities, the legislative gridlock,
the growing acceptance of violence in the name of political virtue—it all invites us to think that we’d be happier were we two
different countries. In all the ways that matter, save for the naked force of law, we are already two nations. There’s another reason
why secession beckons, says F.H. Buckley: we’re too big. In population and area, the United States is one of the biggest
countries in the world, and American Secession provides data showing that smaller countries are happier and less corrupt.
They’re less inclined to throw their weight around militarily, and they’re freer too. There are advantages to bigness, certainly, but
the costs exceed the benefits. On many counts, bigness is badness. Across the world, large countries are staring down secession
movements. Many have already split apart. Do we imagine that we, almost alone in the world, are immune? We had a civil war to
prevent a secession, and we’re tempted to see that terrible precedent as proof against another effort. This book explodes that
comforting belief and shows just how easy it would be for a state to exit the Union if that’s what its voters wanted. But if that isn’t
what we really want, Buckley proposes another option, a kind of Secession Lite, that could heal our divisions while allowing us to
keep our identity as Americans.
Hack Your Personality Type to Overcome Obstacles and Achieve Success. Delve into this interactive guidebook to hack your mind
and uncover your core identity. Get past superficial markers of identity and discover the full makings of your personality type.
Recognizing all aspects of who you really are will improve your confidence, compassion, decision-making process and success.
Written by the hosts of the popular podcast Personality Hacker, this book shows how your mind is naturally wired. It provides the
information and tools you need to harness the power of your personality type and realize your full potential, including: • Detailed
Personality Test • Interactive Journal Prompts • Myers-Briggs Explanation • Personal Growth Techniques • Cognitive Functions
Breakdown • Relationship and Career Assistance
"As James Madison led America's effort to write its Constitution, he made two great inventions-the separation of powers and
federalism. The first is more famous, but the second was most essential because, without federalism, there could have been no
United States of America. Federalism has always been about setting the balance of power between the federal government and
the states-and that's revolved around deciding just how much inequality the country was prepared to accept in exchange for
making piece among often-warring states. Through the course of its history, the country has moved through a series of phases,
some of which put more power into the hands of the federal government, and some rested more power in the states. Sometimes
this rebalancing led to armed conflict. The Civil War, of course, almost split the nation permanently apart. And sometimes it led to
political battles. By the end of the 1960s, however, the country seemed to have settled into a quiet agreement that inequality was a
prime national concern, that the federal government had the responsibility for addressing it through its own policies, and that the
states would serve as administrative agents of that policy. But as that agreement seemed set, federalism drifted from national
debate, just as the states began using their administrative role to push in very different directions. The result has been a rising tide
of inequality, with the great invention that helped create the nation increasingly driving it apart"-A saga chronicling 50 years of triumph and tragedy, "Unsettled" first appeared as a newspaper series on the front page of the
Portland Press Herald and Maine Sunday Telegram in the summer of 2014. The story – which unfolded for 29 straight days and
concluded with an epilogue a week later – traces the recent history of Maine’s Passamaquoddy people and explains how past
events continue to affect their lives today. Reporter Colin Woodard spent more than a year researching "Unsettled," logging
thousands of miles and more than 250 hours of interviews with 70 sources, including past governors of Maine and the
reservations. The result is a story that shocked many in Maine.
The untold story of a heroic band of Caribbean pirates whose defiance of imperial rule inspired revolt in colonial outposts across
the world In the early eighteenth century, the Pirate Republic was home to some of the great pirate captains, including Blackbeard,
"Black Sam" Bellamy, and Charles Vane. Along with their fellow pirates—former sailors, indentured servants, and runaway
slaves—this "Flying Gang" established a crude but distinctive democracy in the Bahamas, carving out their own zone of freedom in
which servants were free, blacks could be equal citizens, and leaders were chosen or deposed by a vote. They cut off trade
routes, sacked slave ships, and severed Europe from its New World empires, and for a brief, glorious period the Republic was a
success.
A Publishers Weekly Most Anticipated Book of Spring 2021 From a Pulitzer Prize–winning historian, the powerful story of a fragile
nation as it expands across a contested continent. In this beautifully written history of America’s formative period, a preeminent
historian upends the traditional story of a young nation confidently marching to its continent-spanning destiny. The newly
constituted United States actually emerged as a fragile, internally divided union of states contending still with European empires
and other independent republics on the North American continent. Native peoples sought to defend their homelands from the flood
of American settlers through strategic alliances with the other continental powers. The system of American slavery grew
increasingly powerful and expansive, its vigorous internal trade in Black Americans separating parents and children, husbands and
wives. Bitter party divisions pitted elites favoring strong government against those, like Andrew Jackson, espousing a democratic
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populism for white men. Violence was both routine and organized: the United States invaded Canada, Florida, Texas, and much of
Mexico, and forcibly removed most of the Native peoples living east of the Mississippi. At the end of the period the United States,
its conquered territory reaching the Pacific, remained internally divided, with sectional animosities over slavery growing more
intense. Taylor’s elegant history of this tumultuous period offers indelible miniatures of key characters from Frederick Douglass
and Sojourner Truth to Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Margaret Fuller. It captures the high-stakes political drama as Jackson and
Adams, Clay, Calhoun, and Webster contend over slavery, the economy, Indian removal, and national expansion. A ground-level
account of American industrialization conveys the everyday lives of factory workers and immigrant families. And the immersive
narrative puts us on the streets of Port-au-Prince, Mexico City, Quebec, and the Cherokee capital, New Echota. Absorbing and
chilling, American Republics illuminates the continuities between our own social and political divisions and the events of this
formative period.

Argues that American children are deprived of cultural literacy
A multicultural, multinational history of colonial America from the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The Internal Enemy and
American Revolutions In the first volume in the Penguin History of the United States, edited by Eric Foner, Alan Taylor
challenges the traditional story of colonial history by examining the many cultures that helped make America, from the
native inhabitants from milennia past, through the decades of Western colonization and conquest, and across the entire
continent, all the way to the Pacific coast. Transcending the usual Anglocentric version of our colonial past, he recovers
the importance of Native American tribes, African slaves, and the rival empires of France, Spain, the Netherlands, and
even Russia in the colonization of North America. Moving beyond the Atlantic seaboard to examine the entire continent,
American Colonies reveals a pivotal period in the global interaction of peoples, cultures, plants, animals, and microbes. In
a vivid narrative, Taylor draws upon cutting-edge scholarship to create a timely picture of the colonial world characterized
by an interplay of freedom and slavery, opportunity and loss. "Formidable . . . provokes us to contemplate the ways in
which residents of North America have dealt with diversity." -The New York Times Book Review
A revolutionary new way to understand America's complex cultural and political landscape, with proof that local
communities have a major impact on the nation's behavior-in the voting booth and beyond. In a climate of culture wars
and tremendous economic uncertainty, the media have often reduced America to a simplistic schism between red states
and blue states. In response to that oversimplification, journalist Dante Chinni teamed up with political geographer James
Gimpel to launch the Patchwork Nation project, using on-the-ground reporting and statistical analysis to get past
generalizations and probe American communities in depth. The result is Our Patchwork Nation, a refreshing, sometimes
startling, look at how America's diversities often defy conventional wisdom. Looking at the data, they recognized that the
country breaks into twelve distinct types of communities, and old categories like "soccer mom" and "working class" don't
matter as much as we think. Instead, by examining Boom Towns, Evangelical Epicenters, Military Bastions, Service
Worker Centers, Campus and Careers, Immigration Nation, Minority Central, Tractor Community, Mormon Outposts,
Emptying Nests, Industrial Metropolises, and Monied Burbs, the authors demonstrate the subtle distinctions in how
Americans vote, invest, shop, and otherwise behave, reflect what they experience on their local streets and in their daily
lives. Our Patchwork Nation is a brilliant new way to debate and examine the issues that matter most to our communities,
and to our nation.
Winner of the Nebraska Center for the Book Award, Travel • A Sigurd Olson Nature Writing Award Notable Book •
Honoree of the Society of Midland Authors Annual Literary Award for Biography/Memoir Now that President Donald
Trump has revived the Keystone XL pipeline that was rejected by former President Obama, Trespassing Across America
is the book to help us understand the kaleidoscopic significance of the project. Told with sincerity, humor, and wit,
Ilgunas's story is both a fascinating account of one man’s remarkable journey along the pipeline's potential path and a
meditation on climate change, the beauty of the natural world, and the extremes to which we can push ourselves—both
physically and mentally. It started as a far-fetched idea—to hike the entire length of the proposed route of the Keystone XL
pipeline. But in the months that followed, it grew into something more for Ken Ilgunas. It became an irresistible
adventure—an opportunity not only to draw attention to global warming but also to explore his personal limits. So in
September 2012, he strapped on his backpack, stuck out his thumb on the interstate just north of Denver, and hitchhiked
1,500 miles to the Alberta tar sands. Once there, he turned around and began his 1,700-mile trek to the XL’s endpoint on
the Gulf Coast of Texas, a journey he would complete entirely on foot, walking almost exclusively across private property.
Both a travel memoir and a reflection on climate change, Trespassing Across America is filled with colorful characters,
harrowing physical trials, and strange encounters with the weather, terrain, and animals of America’s plains. A tribute to
the Great Plains and the people who live there, Ilgunas’s memoir grapples with difficult questions about our place in the
world: What is our personal responsibility as stewards of the land? As members of a rapidly warming planet? As mere
individuals up against something as powerful as the fossil fuel industry? Ultimately, Trespassing Across America is a call
to embrace the belief that a life lived not half wild is a life only half lived. It's the perfect travelers gift for fans of Free Solo
and Turn Right at Machu Picchu.
A helicopter ride to visit troops in the Afghanistan war zone, a tense meeting with the newly elected Prime Minister,
and…a wild boar hunt! Eleni Kounalakis was forty-three and a land developer in Sacramento, California, when she was
tapped by President Barack Obama to serve as the U.S. ambassador to Hungary under Secretary of State Hillary
Clinton. During her tenure, from 2010 to 2013, Hungary was a key ally in the U.S. military surge, held elections in which a
center-right candidate gained a two-thirds supermajority and rewrote the country’s constitution, and grappled with the
rise of Hungarian nationalism and anti-semitism. The first Greek-American woman ever to serve as a U.S. ambassador,
Kounalakis recounts her training at the State Department’s “charm school” and her three years of diplomatic life in
Budapest—from protocols about seating, salutations, and embassy security to what to do when the deposed King of
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Greece hands you a small chocolate crown (eat it, of course!). A cross between a foreign policy memoir and an inspiring
personal family story—her immigrant Greek father went from agricultural day laborer to land developer and major
Democratic party activist—Madam Ambassador draws back the curtain on what it is like to represent the U.S. government
abroad as well as how American embassies around the world function.
This fascinating book is the first volume in a projected cultural history of the United States, from the earliest English
settlements to our own time. It is a history of American folkways as they have changed through time, and it argues a
thesis about the importance for the United States of having been British in its cultural origins. While most people in the
United States today have no British ancestors, they have assimilated regional cultures which were created by British
colonists, even while preserving ethnic identities at the same time. In this sense, nearly all Americans are "Albion's
Seed," no matter what their ethnicity may be. The concluding section of this remarkable book explores the ways that
regional cultures have continued to dominate national politics from 1789 to 1988, and still help to shape attitudes toward
education, government, gender, and violence, on which differences between American regions are greater than between
European nations.
A New York Times Book Review Editor's Pick What Happens to Democracy When a Demagogue Comes to Power? "It is
hard to imagine understanding the Trump presidency and its significance without reading this book.” —Bob Bauer, Former
Chief Counsel to President Barack Obama What—and who—is a demagogue? How did America’s Founders envision the
presidency? What should a constitutional democracy look like—and how can it be fixed when it appears to be broken?
Something is definitely wrong with Donald Trump’s presidency, but what exactly? The extraordinary negative reaction to
Trump’s election—by conservative intellectuals, liberals, Democrats, and global leaders alike—goes beyond ordinary
partisan and policy disagreements. It reflects genuine fear about the vitality of our constitutional system. The Founders,
reaching back to classical precedents, feared that their experiment in mass self-government could produce a
demagogue: a charismatic ruler who would gain and hold on to power by manipulating the public rather than by
advancing the public good. President Trump, who has played to the mob and attacked institutions from the judiciary to
the press, appears to embody these ideas. How can we move past his rhetoric and maintain faith in our great nation? In
The Demagogue’s Playbook, acclaimed legal scholar Eric A. Posner offers a blueprint for how America can prevent the
rise of another demagogue and protect the features of a democracy that help it thrive—and restore national greatness, for
one and all. “Cuts through the hyperbole and hysteria that often distorts assessments of our republic, particularly at this
time.” —Alan Taylor, winner of the 2014 Pulitzer Prize for History
A history of North America's 11 rival cultural regions challenges popular perceptions about the red state-blue state
conflict, tracing lingering tensions stemming from disparate intranational values that have shaped every major event in
history. By the author of Ocean's End. 25,000 first printing.
New York Times Bestseller From the most celebrated heir to Darwin comes a groundbreaking book on evolution, the
summa work of Edward O. Wilson's legendary career. Sparking vigorous debate in the sciences, The Social Conquest of
Earth upends “the famous theory that evolution naturally encourages creatures to put family first” (Discover).
Refashioning the story of human evolution, Wilson draws on his remarkable knowledge of biology and social behavior to
demonstrate that group selection, not kin selection, is the premier driving force of human evolution. In a work that James
D. Watson calls “a monumental exploration of the biological origins of the human condition,” Wilson explains how our
innate drive to belong to a group is both a “great blessing and a terrible curse” (Smithsonian). Demonstrating that the
sources of morality, religion, and the creative arts are fundamentally biological in nature, the renowned Harvard
University biologist presents us with the clearest explanation ever produced as to the origin of the human condition and
why it resulted in our domination of the Earth’s biosphere.
Discusses the state of the world's oceans, discussing the demise of fisheries, the deaths of coral reefs, the effects of sea-level
rise, and the creation of dead zones from pollution
Divides North America into nine powers, and explains the cultural, ethnic, and geographic identities of each
American NationsA History of the Eleven Rival Regional Cultures of North AmericaPenguin
SuperSummary, a modern alternative to SparkNotes and CliffsNotes, offers high-quality study guides for challenging works of
literature. This 90-page guide for "American Nations" by Colin Woodard includes detailed chapter summaries and analysis
covering 28 chapters, as well as several more in-depth sections of expert-written literary analysis. Featured content includes
commentary on major characters, 25 important quotes, essay topics, and key themes like The Melting Pot Is a Falsehood and The
Regions-or Nations-at Loggerheads.
A look at how relationships can drive successful negotiation, from an award-winning faculty member at the Wharton School of
Business. Contrary to conventional wisdom about what makes a good negotiator - namely, being aggressive and unemotional - in
Bring Yourself, Taheripour offers a radically different perspective. In her own life, and in her more than 15 years of experience
teaching negotiation, she's found that the best negotiators are empathetic, curious, and present. The essence of bargaining isn't
the transaction, but the conversation and human connection. It is when we bring our whole, authentic selves to the table that we
can advocate for ourselves fearlessly and find creative solutions that benefit everyone. Taheripour has seen the power of this
mindset shift firsthand. In her consulting, her classes at Wharton, and in her work teaching negotiation for the Goldman Sachs
10,000 Small Businesses program, her students and clients experience personal breakthroughs as they face the fears and false
narratives that held them back. Bring Yourself explains how our pressure points, personal experience, and even our cultural
expectations can become roadblocks to finding common ground, and it offers essential strategies to move beyond them and open
our minds. Taheripour argues that regardless of our own perceived ability to negotiate, we must have the courage to engage
because bargaining plays a crucial role in every aspect of our lives. We negotiate boundaries with our parents and partners,
bedtimes with our kids, and even with ourselves every time we make a pros and cons list to weigh a major decision. Negotiation is
how we problem solve and how we find our voice. With eye-opening and empowering stories throughout, Bring Yourself helps
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readers gain the confidence they need to achieve their goals in work and in life. Timely and provocative, this paradigm-shifting
book can transform our world and the way we work together.
Some people make photo albums, collect antiques, or visit historic battlefields. Others keep diaries, plan annual family gatherings,
or stitch together patchwork quilts in a tradition learned from grandparents. Each of us has ways of communing with the past, and
our reasons for doing so are as varied as our memories. In a sweeping survey, Roy Rosenzweig and David Thelen asked 1,500
Americans about their connection to the past and how it influences their daily lives and hopes for the future. The result is a
surprisingly candid series of conversations and reflections on how the past infuses the present with meaning. Rosenzweig and
Thelen found that people assemble their experiences into narratives that allow them to make sense of their personal histories, set
priorities, project what might happen next, and try to shape the future. By using these narratives to mark change and create
continuity, people chart the courses of their lives. A young woman from Ohio speaks of giving birth to her first child, which caused
her to reflect upon her parents and the ways that their example would help her to become a good mother. An African American
man from Georgia tells how he and his wife were drawn to each other by their shared experiences and lessons learned from
growing up in the South in the 1950s. Others reveal how they personalize historical events, as in the case of a Massachusetts
woman who traces much of her guarded attitude toward life to witnessing the assassination of John F. Kennedy on television when
she was a child. While the past is omnipresent to Americans, "history" as it is usually defined in textbooks leaves many people
cold. Rosenzweig and Thelen found that history as taught in school does not inspire a strong connection to the past. And they
reveal how race and ethnicity affects how Americans perceive the past: while most white Americans tend to think of it as
something personal, African Americans and American Indians are more likely to think in terms of broadly shared experiences--like
slavery, the Civil Rights Movement, and the violation of Indian treaties." Rosenzweig and Thelen's conclusions about the ways
people use their personal, family, and national stories have profound implications for anyone involved in researching or presenting
history, as well as for all those who struggle to engage with the past in a meaningful way.
In the bestselling tradition of Michael Pollan's "Second Nature," this fascinating and unique historical work tells the remarkable
story of the relationship between Americans and trees across the entire span of our nation's history.
From the legendary former Fed Chairman and the acclaimed Economist writer and historian, the full, epic story of America's
evolution from a small patchwork of threadbare colonies to the most powerful engine of wealth and innovation the world has ever
seen. Shortlisted for the 2018 Financial Times and McKinsey Business Book of the Year Award From even the start of his fabled
career, Alan Greenspan was duly famous for his deep understanding of even the most arcane corners of the American economy,
and his restless curiosity to know even more. To the extent possible, he has made a science of understanding how the US
economy works almost as a living organism--how it grows and changes, surges and stalls. He has made a particular study of the
question of productivity growth, at the heart of which is the riddle of innovation. Where does innovation come from, and how does it
spread through a society? And why do some eras see the fruits of innovation spread more democratically, and others, including
our own, see the opposite? In Capitalism in America, Greenspan distills a lifetime of grappling with these questions into a thrilling
and profound master reckoning with the decisive drivers of the US economy over the course of its history. In partnership with the
celebrated Economist journalist and historian Adrian Wooldridge, he unfolds a tale involving vast landscapes, titanic figures,
triumphant breakthroughs, enlightenment ideals as well as terrible moral failings. Every crucial debate is here--from the role of
slavery in the antebellum Southern economy to the real impact of FDR's New Deal to America's violent mood swings in its
openness to global trade and its impact. But to read Capitalism in America is above all to be stirred deeply by the extraordinary
productive energies unleashed by millions of ordinary Americans that have driven this country to unprecedented heights of power
and prosperity. At heart, the authors argue, America's genius has been its unique tolerance for the effects of creative destruction,
the ceaseless churn of the old giving way to the new, driven by new people and new ideas. Often messy and painful, creative
destruction has also lifted almost all Americans to standards of living unimaginable to even the wealthiest citizens of the world a
few generations past. A sense of justice and human decency demands that those who bear the brunt of the pain of change be
protected, but America has always accepted more pain for more gain, and its vaunted rise cannot otherwise be understood, or its
challenges faced, without recognizing this legacy. For now, in our time, productivity growth has stalled again, stirring up the
populist furies. There's no better moment to apply the lessons of history to the most pressing question we face, that of whether the
United States will preserve its preeminence, or see its leadership pass to other, inevitably less democratic powers.
This book tackles the mesy details, reclaims disregarded heroes,and sets the record straight. It also explains why July 4th isn't
really Independence Day.
From a leading scholar on conservatism, the extraordinary chronicle of how the transformation of the American far right made the
Trump presidency possible—and what it portends for the future Since Trump's victory and the UK's Brexit vote, much of the
commentary on the populist epidemic has focused on the emergence of populism. But, Lawrence Rosenthal argues, what is
happening globally is not the emergence but the transformation of right-wing populism. Rosenthal, the founder of UC Berkeley's
Center for Right-Wing Studies, suggests right-wing populism is a protean force whose prime mover is the resentment felt toward
perceived cultural elites, and whose abiding feature is its ideological flexibility, which now takes the form of xenophobic
nationalism. In 2016, American right-wing populists migrated from the free marketeering Tea Party to Donald Trump's "hard hat,"
anti-immigrant, America-First nationalism. This was the most important single factor in Trump's electoral victory and it has been at
work across the globe. In Italy, for example, the Northern League reinvented itself in 2018 as an all-Italy party, switching its fury
from southerners to immigrants, and came to power. Rosenthal paints a vivid sociological, political, and psychological picture of
the transnational quality of this movement, which is now in power in at least a dozen countries, creating a de facto Nationalist
International. In America and abroad, the current mobilization of right-wing populism has given life to long marginalized threats like
white supremacy. The future of democratic politics in the United States and abroad depends on whether the liberal and left parties
have the political capacity to mobilize with a progressive agenda of their own.
The author describes eleven rival regional "nations" in the United States (Yankeedom, New Netherland, the Midlands, Tidewater,
Greater Appalachia, the Deep South, New France, El Norte, the Left Coast, the Far West, and First Nation), and how these deep
roots continue to influence our politics today.
A buffalo bull baby is born in the land of the Sioux and cared for by his mother, learns from the herd, and grows to become its
leader.
The author of American Nations examines the history of and solutions to the key American question: how best to reconcile
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individual liberty with the maintenance of a free society The struggle between individual rights and the good of the community as a
whole has been the basis of nearly every major disagreement in our history, from the debates at the Constitutional Convention and
in the run up to the Civil War to the fights surrounding the agendas of the Federalists, the Progressives, the New Dealers, the civil
rights movement, and the Tea Party. In American Character, Colin Woodard traces these two key strands in American politics
through the four centuries of the nation’s existence, from the first colonies through the Gilded Age, Great Depression and the
present day, and he explores how different regions of the country have successfully or disastrously accommodated them. The
independent streak found its most pernicious form in the antebellum South but was balanced in the Gilded Age by communitarian
reform efforts; the New Deal was an example of a successful coalition between communitarian-minded Eastern elites and
Southerners. Woodard argues that maintaining a liberal democracy, a society where mass human freedom is possible, requires
finding a balance between protecting individual liberty and nurturing a free society. Going to either libertarian or collectivist
extremes results in tyranny. But where does the “sweet spot” lie in the United States, a federation of disparate regional cultures
that have always strongly disagreed on these issues? Woodard leads readers on a riveting and revealing journey through four
centuries of struggle, experimentation, successes and failures to provide an answer. His historically informed and pragmatic
suggestions on how to achieve this balance and break the nation’s political deadlock will be of interest to anyone who cares about
the current American predicament—political, ideological, and sociological.
A revolutionary look at Martin Luther, the Reformation, and the birth of publishing, on the eve of the Reformation's 500th
anniversary When Martin Luther posted his "theses" on the door of the Wittenberg church in 1517, protesting corrupt practices, he
was virtually unknown. Within months, his ideas spread across Germany, then all of Europe; within years, their author was not just
famous, but infamous, responsible for catalyzing the violent wave of religious reform that would come to be known as the
Protestant Reformation and engulfing Europe in decades of bloody war. Luther came of age with the printing press, and the path
to glory of neither one was obvious to the casual observer of the time. Printing was, and is, a risky business--the questions were
how to know how much to print and how to get there before the competition. Pettegree illustrates Luther's great gifts not simply as
a theologian, but as a communicator, indeed, as the world's first mass-media figure, its first brand. He recognized in printing the
power of pamphlets, written in the colloquial German of everyday people, to win the battle of ideas. But that wasn't enough--not
just words, but the medium itself was the message. Fatefully, Luther had a partner in the form of artist and businessman Lucas
Cranach, who together with Wittenberg's printers created the distinctive look of Luther's pamphlets. Together, Luther and Cranach
created a product that spread like wildfire--it was both incredibly successful and widely imitated. Soon Germany was overwhelmed
by a blizzard of pamphlets, with Wittenberg at its heart; the Reformation itself would blaze on for more than a hundred years.
Publishing in advance of the Reformation's 500th anniversary, Brand Luther fuses the history of religion, of printing, and of
capitalism--the literal marketplace of ideas--into one enthralling story, revolutionizing our understanding of one of the pivotal
figures and eras in human history.
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